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VOXLY DIGITAL  
WE CONNECT BRANDS & CONSUMERS USING CONVERSATIONAL AI & SYNTHETIC MEDIA 
 

Conversational UX/UI Designer 
 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
 
• Location: Paddington, London UK + Remote. 

 
• You must excel at designing spoken & written conversational experiences.   

 
• You shouldn’t be afraid of trying new things, and taking on tasks you haven’t mastered yet.  

 
• Some of our work: https://www.voxlydigital.com/clients-and-industry-sectors. 

 
INTRODUCTION  
 
(put on dramatic music while you read this …) 
 
The world is changing fast. Over the last 12-24 months NFTs, the Metaverse, Discord, Web3 (and even 
Blockchain) continue to make headlines and generate actual consumer interest. What’s our role in all this? 
 
Well … we believe Conversational AI is the most human tech ever invented, and that it will play a pivotal role 
in how relationships between people and the online world evolve. Our mission is to combine Conversational 
AI with the latest in Digital & Synthetic Media to bring never before seen Conversational Experiences to life.  
 
Our main focus for the next year is to innovate in two major areas:  
 
• We are building a Digital Humans interface for webchat. Digital Humans are computer-generated 

characters that mimic something close a realistic human being - they are powered by AI and strive to look, 
sound, and interact like people do. 
 

• We are working to go way beyond simple Chat interaction-models; and want to build long-form (like up to 
20 minute) conversations that leverage personalization, persistence, and other real world conversational 
concepts. Our inspiration comes from places like the Alexa Social Bot Challenge (way to go Team Jan!).  

 
Someone has to make the robots talk! 
 
We are a high-end tech agency that build experiences and apps for our clients across advanced 
conversational interfaces like Digital Avatars, Immersive Metaverse Characters, Voice Assistant’s (Alexa, 
Google), and good ol Chatbots.  
 
We started out as a Voice Agency and continue to do lots of work on Alexa and Google Assistant. For 
example, we run the world’s largest Voice Marketing platform for our retained client Send Me a Sample 
(check them out people …), plus have done projects for Joe Wicks (The Body Coach), Acamar Bing, The 
National Hockey League via Rogers Communications, Spider Man Into the Spider-Verse, the NHS, O2, 
Penguin Random House, Unilever, Coty, Diageo, Yoplait, Vitality Insurance and loads more mega brands.  
 
A few cool things to know: 

 
• You’ll be in charge of how we do user research and Conversational UX design - how cool is that!  
• You’ll get to work with large brands on Conversational AI and Synthetic Media projects (yes … that 

means the world of Digital Avatars).  
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• You’ll be working on projects that are really new and innovative. You won’t be writing copy for an 
insurance bot for years on end (nothing wrong with that of course!).  

 
THE ROLE 
 
You’ll use fresh thinking, insight, and resourcefulness to craft machine - human conversations.  
 
You’ll be creating conversational flows, dialog copy, and other product deliverables within the technical 
possibilities and constraints of Conversational AI platforms.  
 
Previous experience might include conversational copy writing, customer support, general copy writing, and 
even experience building and testing chatbots and voice bots. You’ll be working closely with clients, our NLP 
engineers, and others.  
 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
Your main responsibility will be designing spoken and written conversational experiences. That means driving a 
vision into deliverables. You’ll either lead or support on the following areas of the Conversational product 
development process.   
 

 
Area 

 
What The Heck Does This Include? 

 
Your Role 

 
 
Discovery 

 
This includes user research, market 
research, benchmarking, etc. 

 
Although we don’t expect you to be a user 
research expert, given the size of our team 
we’d expect you to eventually take the 
lead here.   
 

 
Product 
Scope 

 
High Level Requirements (User, 
Stakeholder), Product Spec, Roadmap, etc.  
 

 
You’ll probably lead on this area, 
depending on level of experience.  

 
Design 

 
Personality Design. Users Flows.  
Interaction Models (Utterances, Intents, 
Responses). Bot Copy.  
Visual Assets. Audio Design, etc. 
Understand and apply accessibility 
principles.   
  

 
You’ll own this area and be a Jedi master 
on most of this stuff.  

Prototyping 

 

 
Building Mock-ups at various level of 
detail.  

 
This is also an area you’ll own. Who needs 
those damn coders!  

Testing 

 

 
External User Testing.  
Internal Product Testing.  
Managing client feedback.  

 
You’ll own the testing with real users. You 
want to be the voice of the customer, 
right? 
 

Measure & 
Refine 

 

 
Steadily improve the product experience 
by looking at quant and qual data; driving 
new features; improving the voice model; 

 
Given the size of the org, you’ll lead on 
this depending on time and experience.  
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etc.  
 

 
• Own and drive conversational architecture by leveraging knowledge of NLP and UX design.  
• Develop and advocate machine-human conversation design best practices and guidelines to ensure a 

consistent brand-experience for users.  
• Understand and apply accessibility principles.   
 
BEVAHIOURS 
 
I know every Job Description probably has a similar list, but we seriously do need: 
  
• Ability to focus and deliver without tons of supervision.  
• Resilience. This is a start-up after all!  
• Amazing communications skills. Attention to detail. Strategic thinking. (all the big stuff …) 
 
SKILLS & EXPERIENCE 
 
• Around 2 (ish) years of Conversational UX / UI Design experience on chatbots, voice assistants, etc.  
• Some familiarity with Conversational AI technology including at least one of the main NLP cloud 

platforms (ex: Dialog Flow, IBM Watson, Rasa, Microsoft Azure Bot Platform, etc.).   
• Familiarity with conversation design tools like Bot Society, Lucid, etc. and visual design tools like Figma, 

Sketch, etc. (PS - you can use whichever tools you like!).  
• An understanding and appreciation for user research.  
• Great project and client management skills.   
• Excellent English language skills including written, verbal, presentation, grammar, and proof-reading. 
• Even through this isn’t a copywriter role, we would love you to be a word geek. How many typos have 

you found here? What’s your average Wordle score (seriously!).  
• Ability to translate complex subjects and language into accessible, engaging, and human content. 
• It would be great if you’ve had formal Conversational UX training (for example, from CDI, Global Voice 

Tech, etc).  
• To be considered for this position, you must have work samples available for review. 
 
OTHER THINGS 
 
• Our offices are located behind London Paddington, very close to the canals and other nice stuff.  
• 25 days of holiday, a company pension plan, a shiny new MacBook Air on your first day, etc.  
• You can work from home 2-3 days per week, subject to sign-off from your manager.  
• You love Mad Men, Silicon Valley, Succession, Raised By Wolves. Or not.   
 
CONTACT DETAILS 
 
If you are interested, please send us your CV and design portfolio to: freshthinking@voxlydigital.com 
 
Voxly Digital is an equal opportunities employer. Job applicants may be asked to provide evidence of their 
ability to work and live in the country where the role exists. 


